Cycle 31
Language
Q1. Recall that homophones are words that sound the same, but have different
meanings. For example, a home can be for sale, while a boat can have a sail. The
context of the word can help you decide which homophone should be used. You should also
refer to a dictionary incase you do not know the meaning.
Complete each sentence by choosing the correct homophone and writing it in
the blank.
1. After he was sick for several days, his face was ___________________(pail/pale).
2. She purchased a beautiful new gown _________________(for/four) the dance.
3. Walking down the _______________(I’ll/aisle/isle) to get married can be scary.
4. Glass containers have been ________________(band/banned) on the beach.
5. The baker systematically kneaded the _____________(doe/dough) for the bread.
6. I’d rather receive my _________________(male/mail) electronically than on paper.
7. He was considered __________________(bald/bawled) because he had no hair.
8. We searched everywhere trying to ________________(fined/find) our lost dog.
9. My favorite stringed instrument is the ___________(base/bass) because it is so big.
10.The fight __________________(scene/seen) in the movie was extremely exciting!
11.Though he was already tired, the farmer had to ________(so/sew/sow) the seeds.
12.Annabella sat on the bottom ________________(stair/stare) without being noticed.
13. After running out of _____________(flour/flower), the baker had to stop baking.
14.Fierce winds _________________(blew/blue) all night during the thunderstorm.
15.Rover sat and scratched the place where the ______________(flea/flee) bit him.
16.The government has the right to __________(sees/seas/seize) the stolen property.
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder712/choose-the-correct-homophone.pdf
Q2. Using Transition Words
Transition words are used to link ideas within sentences, and sentences within
paragraphs.
DIRECTIONS: Read each sentence carefully and choose the most appropriate
transition to fill in the blanks in the sentences. Use each transition word only once.
immediately, however,thereafter ,although ,also, though, consequently, between ,yesterday,and

1. Jenny does very well in her math classes_____________, she struggles with writing.
2. I often oversleep; ____________, I often miss the bus!
3. We went to watch the movie _____________, we went out for ice cream.
4. Marcia witnessed the accident,she ____________________she called 911.
5. Lane still writes letters to Lucy, _____________________ he is no longer her friend.
6. We are going to have a clown and _______ we are thinking about pony rides.
7. The book is right there, __________________ the lamp and the glass.
8. We are out of Pop Tarts _______________ cereals.
9. Today it is going to be seventy degrees and sunny; although________ it snowed!
10. I got an A on the test; __________, I have to admit, I did not study.

Math
A) Arrange the following in ascending order -:
1. ¾ , 2/3, 11/15, 28/30
2. ¾, 5/8, 8/9, ⅔

B) McDonalds sell milkshakes in two sizes. A small milkshake contains 300ml and a large
milkshake contains 2/3 more.
(i)
(ii)

How much does a large milkshake contain?
If Mr. Modi drinks 2/3 of a small milkshake and Mr. Patel drinks 1/2 of a large
milkshake who drinks the most?

C) Stanley ordered two pizzas cut into eighths. If he ate 5/8 of a pizza, how much was left?
D) Subtract the sum of 0.0018 and 997.35 from 1000.1? Round off to the nearest hundredth
place value.
E) Write in decimal form -: Four hundreds twenty-two hundredths.
F) Write 22.48% as a fraction
G) Find the perimeter (in cm) of a triangle whose sides are 11 cm, 8 cm and 13 cm.

H) 520 minutes = _____ hrs ____ mins
I) Maya started eating dinner with her family at 5:20 p.m. She finished eating it at 6:00 p.m.
How much time did she take (in minutes) to complete her dinner?
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